ARTIST DEMONSTRATION TENT APPLICATION
Art on the Avenue, Saturday, October 1st 2016

APPLICATION
DEADLINE: 8/1/16

Each year, Art on the Avenue hosts several artist demonstration tents where artists are invited
to not only sell their work, but to actively demonstrate it throughout the day. Filling out this application does not guarantee you a demonstration tent at the event, but instead provides the organizers a
way to select the best possible candidates, similar to the normal juried application process.
As an artist demonstrator, you’ll be expected to demonstrate your art/craft during the entire
festival, taking logical breaks when necessary. All of the artist demo tents will be clustered together in a designated area, complete with street signage and a spotlight in the festival program. This
year (2016) will be the first year where the artist demonstration tents will be located in the grassy
lot between Custis Ave and Del Ray Ave, roughly the center of the festival. Please note that artist
demonstration tents will be positioned in the grass and not on concrete/asphalt. The surface is
flat, but it is still grass.
An artists demonstration tent and setup must adhere to the same rules and regulations of a
traditional artist tent, i.e.: a 10’x10’ space, tent weights required, same festival start/end times, etc.
For further details, please read the traditional artist application found at www.artontheavenue.org.
If your setup requires electricity, please designate this in the application. Electricity is not
provided, but special arrangements can be made. The standard $195 artist tent-fee is waived for
artist demonstrators.
A number of factors will determine which artists are selected to host the demonstration tents.
For instance, is your demonstration unique to other artists and vendors at the festival? Does your
demonstration engage festivalgoers, especially children? Previous demonstration booths include:
painting, soap making, screen printing, sock puppet monsters, quilting, card making, etc.
Interested in hosting a demonstration booth?
Please fill out the form below and email it (or just the anwers) to Tim Lovelace at tim@sedimentpress.com.
Name:
Phone & Email:
Company/Artist Name:
Company/Artist Website:
In a few sentences, describe your demonstration and what makes it unique.
Any special needs involved with your demonstration? If so, please describe.
Have you participated as an artist or vendor at Art on the Avenue before? If so, please describe.

